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Compiler's Note
Frances Scott Fitzgerald was utterly unexpected. It would be meaningless to claim that
"She was like nobody else." She was a great lady and the most generous friend I ever had.
My recollections and assessments of her are not objective. An impersonal outsider could
not get her right. Scottie was loved and admired for reasons that had nothing to do with the
fame of her parents. As her father wrote of Dick Diver, she inspired "carnivals of affection."
Scottie had a full, busy life~in which being the daughter of F. Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald occupied a small part of her time. An instructive exhibition for her journalism
and political activities, excluding her daughter-of role, could be mounted. I worked
with Scottie on "Daddy projects" for seventeen years. Accordingly, the emphasis of this
exhibition and its catalogue is on Scottie as executrix of her parents' literary properties and
as reluctant literary historian. She was not the keeper of the Fitzgerald flame: it burned
steadily without her encouragement. But she prevented the pyromaniacs from taking over
the firehouse.
Scottie attracted uninformed gossip circulated by people who didn't know her. These
are some truths about her:
She gave money to the deserving and undeserving-mainly the latter because they
needed it more-but she didn't like to spend money on herself. Her cars might have
brought $300 from a kind-hearted used-car dealer. She carried soggy tea bags in her
purse for re-use in restaurants.
She was never bitter about betrayals of her trust and generosity.
She probably believed that the Democratic Party was more important than
American literature.
She had the ability to make strangers or new acquaintances feel interesting and
even important-recognizing their perceptions of themselves.

M.lE.
21 August 2007

Graduation at Ethel Walker School. 1938

The

only child ofF. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald was born 26 October 1921 in St. Paul,

Minnesota. Her father made a note on her mother's post-delivery comment, which he
subsequently gave to Daisy in The Great Gatsby: "Isn't she smart-she has the hiccups.
I hope its beautiful and a fool-a beautiful little fool." Fitzgerald wired Zelda's parents:
"LILLIAN GISH IS IN MOURNING CONSTANCE TALMADGE IS A BACK
NUMBER AND A SECOND MARY PICKFORD HAS ARRIVED." The Fitzgeralds
had hoped for a son and had not settled on a girl's name. The baby's birth certificate
identifies her as "Scotty," and she was christened Frances Scott Fitzgerald at the Convent
of the Visitation. For several years Zelda referred to her as Patricia. She was never known
as Frances.
When rude strangers asked Scottie about what they assumed was her unhappy
childhood, she politely explained that she had been insulated from her parents' problems
by carefully selected nannies and governesses. She spent most of her early childhood from
1924 to 1931 in France.
Scottie attended the Cours Dieterlin in Paris and then the Calvert and Bryn Mawr
schools in Baltimore. When Fitzgerald became her sole parent in Baltimore after her mother
was hospitalized, the relationship between father and teenage daughter, complicated by his

.,
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worries and alcoholism, became difficult: "I dimly perceived even then, that my father was
not only a genius, but a great man in his way, despite his partly self-inflicted torments and
his gigantic sins. I knew that he was kind, generous, honorable and loyal, and I admired and
loved him" ("Introduction," Letters to His Daughter). In 1936 she entered the Ethel Walker
School, Simsbury, Connecticut. Her mother was hospitalized in Asheville, North Carolina,
from 1936, and her father resided in the Asheville area until he went to Hollywood in summer
1937. During this time and later, Anne and Harold Ober-the latter Fitzgerald's literary
agent-served as Scottie's surrogate parents. Their home in Scarsdale, New York, became
her home when she was not at boarding school or Vassar, where she matriculated in 1938.
Fitzgerald did not attempt to train Scottie to be a writer; and he did not encourage
her to consider a literary career-probably because he knew about the long odds and
disappointments. There were no father-daughter collaborations, but she grew up in an
environment where writing was a natural activity, and she was a natural writer.
Determined to prevent Scottie from repeating his own academic failures, Fitzgerald
attempted to supervise her education by mail; he dispatched stern letters and telegrams
urging her to take difficult courses and reprimanded her for lack of seriousness. He tried to
steer her toward the sciences and math-subjects for which she had as little enthusiasm or
aptitude as he had manifested at Princeton. Scottie's interests, like her father's, were literary,
dramatic, and social. Her Vassar career resembled his at Princeton, but she was not as
irresponsible: she graduated in 1942. At college she organized OMGIM (Oh My God, It's
Monday!), a club to produce musical revues she wrote and directed. Fitzgerald expected her
to be a brilliant student with perfect manners and high standards of conduct; but he had to
settle for two out of three. Though not a scholar, she was well-educated; she was also bright,
witty, and funny.
As a Vassar senior in 1942, Scottie wrote "Princeton and F. Scott Fitzgerald" for the
lOOth anniversary number of the Nassau Lit. Her essay concluded: "I hope Princeton is
as proud of him as he was of Princeton. Both of them stand for something so American,
something that could have been, should have been, maybe will be, America's best." These
sentences express Scottie's concern with the values of American life-values she was certain
had nothing to do with money.
Literary history is riddled with cases of literary estates mismanaged by irresponsible
widows or greedy children. Not Scottie. Her duties as executrix began while her father was
alive: she saved his letters. "I'm proud of myself for saving them; I knew they were great
letters, and my motives were certainly not acquisitive, because Daddy was an impecunious
and obscure author then .... I saved them the way you save War and Peace to read, or
Florence to spend some time in later" (Letters to His Daughter).
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After Fitzgerald died leaving a small estate, Scottie was under pressure to sell his
books and papers. The Princeton University Librarian, Julian Boyd, reluctantly offered

$750, purportedly remarking that "Princeton was not a charitable institution, nor was
its library established to support indigent widows of, and I quote, 'second-rate Midwest
hacks' just because they happened to have been lucky enough to have attended Princetonunfortunately for Princeton" (David Randall, Dukedom Large Enough [New York: Random
House, 1969]). Randall's report is probably overstated, but it provides a sense of what
Scottie was up against as well as a gauge of the strength of Fitzgerald's comeback-for
which she deserves partial credit. Scottie blocked the sale-to the dismay of her advisors,
who regarded the figure as a windfall ($10 million would be a bargain now)-because she
did not want the archive to be scattered. It required determination for Scottie to resist her
elders, who expected her to emulate the little match girl, but she had a better sense than
they of the importance of keeping her father's archive together. Then in 1950, after a $2,500
purchase agreement had been reached with Princeton, Scottie gave the university most of
the F. Scott Fitzgerald papers (Bruccoli, "Where They Belong: The Acquisition of the F.
Scott Fitzgerald Papers," Princeton University Library Chronicle, 50 [1988-1989]: 30-37).
He was not regarded as a major literary figure in 1950, but Fitzgerald's position as one of
the greatest writers who ever lived was secure by the end of the decade-due in part to the
scholars and editors who made use of the archive at Princeton.
Scottie's benefactions included layers of manuscripts, typescripts, and revised proofs
for the stories and novels (including 1he Great Gatsby, Tender Is the Night, and 1he Love of

the Last Tycoon), Fitzgerald's correspondence (outgoing and incoming) with literary figures,
papers documenting his career as a professional author, and Hollywood material-as
well as Zelda Fitzgerald's papers. Alexander Clark, emeritus Curator of Manuscripts at
Princeton, identified three levels of importance for the Fitzgerald Papers: 1) They were the
first personal archive of an author to come to the library; 2) They served as "a magnet to
attract other collections"-not just related Fitzgerald material; 3) They put the Princeton
University Library "on the map" as an institution actively collecting modern literary papers
and archival groups.
Scottie might have been amused by this summary of the long-range consequences of
her 1950 generosity. She dismissed her activities as benefactor and executrix with the remark
that being F. Scott Fitzgerald's daughter was "the best-paying job in the world." But Scottie
did her duty. She answered letters from students and researchers; she gave sensible advice to
Fitzgerald biographers and editors.
When Scottie read the draft of Arthur Mizener's 1he Far Side ofParadise (1951), she
detected a "thread of hostility running all through your writing" that was not entirely purged
from the biography and colored the image of Fitzgerald during the Fifties. She objected that
Mizener had "missed the charm, and the goodness, and the ... heroic side of the man ...."
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She advised him against reprinting "The Intimate Strangers," "Image on the Heart," and
"Last Kiss." (We included them in The Price Was High in 1979.) Scottie's judgment on her
father's writing was better than Mizener's. When he foolishly cited "bright tan prayer rug of
a beach" in the second paragraph of Tender Is the Night as flashy, she disagreed.
While Malcolm Cowley was making selections for his 1951 collection of twenty-eight
Fitzgerald stories, Scottie advised him that "Bernice Bobs Her Hair" was a better story
than "The Cut-Glass Bowl" and that "'The Sensible Thing'" was much better than "The
Adjuster." Although he acceded to her advice to omit "The Night Before Chancellorsville"
and "Majesty," he rejected her selection of "The Jelly-Bean." At twenty-nine, Scottie's
editorial judgment on Fitzgerald's stories was better than that of one of the most influential
American men of letters of that time. Although Scottie did not attempt to control or censor
what biographers wrote about her father, she felt that her mother required protection.
Following Nancy Milford's Zelda (1970), which distressed her, Scottie discouraged
speculative biographical work on her mother until she allowed Zelda Fitzgerald's letters
to be published in Correspondence ofF Scott Fitzgerald (1980) and in Some Sort ofEpic

Grandeur (1981). Scottie planned Bits ofParadise to rescue her mother's stories, and she
unsuccessfully endeavored to find a publisher for a book of Zelda Fitzgerald's paintings.
She patiently talked to the pilgrims who called on her-invited and uninvited. She was
kind to the deranged. She remarked that she had the feeling the same girl was cornering
her at all the Fitzgerald-related events we attended, but Scottie insisted it was necessary
to be attentive to her because Daddy was probably the only glamorous thing in her life.
Scottie declined all propositions to cash in on her role as "daughter of' and to vulgarize her
parents' work or legend. She refused to trademark the name Gatsby; when the ballyhoo for
the 1974 movie inspired Gatsby shoes, Gatsby clothing, and even a line of Gatsby cooking
utensils, Scottie derived no income from these ventures-although outsiders were certain
that she had a stake in them.
There would have been a Fitzgerald revival without Scottie's sound decisions. But it
would have been different and probably trashy if the Fitzgerald papers had been scattered,
or if she had accepted the get-rich-quick deals from the movies and magazines, or if she had
sold her parents' names for advertising endorsements. She rarely and reluctantly attempted
to interpose with Charles Scribner's Sons-where she was treated rudely. They ignored her
requests to see-not pick; just see-the cover art for their Fitzgerald reprints. After Charles
Scribner, Jr., peremptorily declined to publish Bits ofParadise, she had the satisfaction of
seeing the London Bodley Head edition reprinted by Scribners. At the end of her life Scottie
was involved in planning a Fitzgerald "definitive edition"-which Mr. Scribner refused to
discuss with her.
Out of loyalty to Maxwell Perkins and the House of Scribner, Scottie declined
proposals from other publishers who wanted to do a better job for Fitzgerald. After Harold
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Ober's death she left the Fitzgerald properties in the hands of an employee at the Ober
agency despite urgings to secure better representation: "I know he isn't much good, but how
would he make a living without Daddy?"
Commencing in 1942 Scottie published seventeen items about F. Scott Fitzgerald-apart
from interviews. She initially did so with reluctance, for she was always concerned about
being perceived as the professional "daughter of." Her second Daddy publication, a review of

Afternoon 0/an Author, appeared in 1958. Scottie didn't need or want secondhand celebrity.
She had a crowded life as the mother of four children, as a journalist, and as organizer of
Washington social-political activities. Moreover, she had complex feelings about her father:
"Daddy was outrageous, horrible, but somehow wonderful" (Undated letter to Bruccoli).
In the Sixties and Seventies, Scottie went public because there were compelling requests
for her to write about her parents and because it became necessary for her to correct some
of the distorted anecdotes about the Fitzgeralds. She came to feel that she had an obligation
to the Estate: "If I'm going to accept all this lovely money, I ought to do something to earn
it." Beginning in 1960 she provided introductions to four volumes of Fitzgerald stories and
letters; she accepted title-page credit on Bits 0/Paradise and coedited Romantic Egoists; and
she wrote forewords and introductions for eight Fitzgerald-related volumes and catalogues.
Although she had no pretensions as a critic or scholar-indeed, she was entirely
unpretentious-some of the most sensible observations on F. Scott Fitzgerald were written
by Scottie:

On why the Fitzgerald revival or rediscovery occurred when
it occurred:
I suspect the whole thing stems from a gigantic, collective national
guilt that has been growing on us ever since we lost our chance to stay
idealistic after World War II. Secretly, we know that somewhere we've
gone astray, that what began as the most exciting experiment in history
has lost some of its momentum and its brightest dreams.
My father was on the scene when we started to lose our way, during
Gatsby's time, and he recorded it all-the generosity, the greed, the
innocence and the cynicism, the magnificence and the waste that was
America between the two world wars-with sensitivity and with love, but
also with a growing sense of disillusionment and alarm. In his way he was
a prophet. And the rebellion of his generation, which he helped create,
was the herald of the larger, deeper one taking place today. People read
him now for clues and guidelines, as ifby understanding him and his
beautiful and damned period, they could see more clearly what's wrong.
But, you see, if I were to give that answer when I'm asked the question, I
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might lose some friends, for that's not the way people like to think of F.
Scott Fitzgerald at all (Family Circle, May 1974).

On the demands of authorship:
Good writers are essentially muckrakers, exposing the scandalous
condition of the human soul. It is their job to strip veneers from
situations and personalities. The rest of us accept our fellow beings at face
value, and swallow what we can't accept. Writers can't: they have to prod,
poke, question, test, doubt, and challenge, which requires a constant flow
of fresh victims and fresh experience (Letters to His Daughter).

On her father's letters of guidance and instruction:
"I was an imaginary daughter, as fictional as one of his early heroines"

(Letters to His Daughter).
On her father's connection with the Jazz Age:
Even more puzzling to me-and 1 assume to all readers who were born
too late to remember the Jazz Age-is how my father came to be a
symbol of it at all (except much later, in retrospect, when his life seemed
to parallel it so closely that he became woven into the legend of the era).
After you've read the stories, perhaps you'll ask yourself, as 1 did, "Well,
it's absorbing writing, but what's jazzy about it?" The people seem so
innocent, somehow, so earnest and well-meaning, that it's hard to detect
the abandoned strains of "Charleston" in the background-only the faint
strumming of a latter-day "Shine On, Shine On, Harvest Moon," or "By
the Sea, By the Sea, By the Beautiful Sea" (Six Tales ofthe Jazz Age).
Her writing had intelligence, style, and wit. She did not attempt to imitate Fitzgerald's
prose, but she could write sentences and phrases that bear his mark. Thus her comment on

A Moveable Feast: "Mr. Hemingway with his piercing jabs at that prone body."
The articles she worked hardest on were the painstakingly researched genealogical
essays "The Colonial Ancestors of Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald," published as an appendix
to Some Sort ofEpic Grandeur, and "The Maryland Ancestors of Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald," in
the Maryland Historical Magazine. Scottie forgave my indifference to genealogy, although
she chided me by providing my pedigree:
Archibald Shuttleworth's Studies ofAncient Bandit Families states in a
footnote that Matthew de Brookleigh married into the Spinacchio family,
not out of it. It was his illegitimate son Legumo who led the revolution
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which caused, ultimately, the bastardization of the name Brookleigh, or
Bookleigh, as it was called in ancient times, meaning a person who sells
books by a "lea," or so to speak in a vacuum (undated letter to Bruccoli).

In 1943 Scottie married naval officer Samuel J. Lanahan, who became a lawyer. They
had four children: Timothy (1946-1973), Eleanor (b. 1948), Samuel Jr. (b. 1950), and
Cecilia (b. 1951). The Lanahans moved from New York City to Washington, D.C., in
1950. Scottie was an ardent Democrat, and politics became her chief interest; she served on

committees and organized fund-raising events; and she gave an anti-inauguration ball when
Dwight Eisenhower became president in 1952. She also wrote and directed annual musical
revues for Multiple Sclerosis benefits.
Scottie was an able journalist. At Vassar she had a paying job as a reporter for the
college news bureau. She worked for Time, The Democratic Digest (as reporter and editor),

The Northern Virginia Sun, The Washington Post, and The New York Times. Scottie enjoyed
recalling that after Harold Ross hired her at The New Yorker, she heard him remark, "Jesus
Christ! I'll hire anybody." Nonetheless, she was good enough to contribute "Tables for
Two" columns, casuals, book reviews, and "Talk of the Town" material. The responsibilities
of family, political and social activities, and journalism prevented her from concentrating
on literary work. She did not put writing ahead of these claims on her attention and time.
Ultimately she was not a professional author: she didn't have to write for money. Her
novels remained unwritten or unfinished. Scottie's chief ambition was to write plays, but
the anticipated Broadway production of "Onward and Upward with the Arts," her musical
about the Kennedy White House, was terminated by the president's murder. The comedy

The Cat's Whiskers (aka Love, Among Other Things) was produced at Auburn University
(Montgomery) in 1988, two years after her death. Her only non-Daddy book was Don't
Quote Me: Washington Newswomen and the Power Society (New York: Dutton, 1970),

written in collaboration with Winzola McLendon.
Scottie's serious writing was impeded by her concern about other people's happiness:
she remarked that she had expended one-twelfth of her life on Christmases. She worried
about acquaintances who needed help-whether or not they had any claim on her bounty.
When a wealthy friend failed to provide for an elderly chauffeur, Scottie put him on
salary-although she was afraid to ride with him.
I can't provide an accurate count for the books Scottie and I collaborated on. She took
title-page credit for two volumes-Bits ofParadise and The Romantic Egoists-but she was
involved in all of my Daddy books as editor, vettor, advisor, consultant, or first reader.
Our editorial connection began in 1970 with As Ever, Scott Fitz-, the most overedited
collection of letters ever published. Although Scottie knew how difficult I had made it for
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readers and warned me, she let me botch it my way.

In her foreword to Bits ofParadise, Scottie wrote:
Though it was Professor Bruccoli who conceived, delivered, and nursed
this volume-he loves "his" authors so much I do believe ifhe found all
their grocery bills he'd put them out in an annotated edition-it is I who
claim the credit for the tide. It's a bit corny, but then so are some of the
things in these stories, which have some mighty unbelievable heroes and
heroines. The only way you'll get through them all, I think, is to imagine
my father and mother as two bright meteors streaking across a starry sky
back in the days when wars and moons seemed equally far away, and then
these stories as a sort of fall-out. For they all have one thing in common:
a sense of breathlessness, as if even their authors still were gasping at the
wonders glimpsed as they flew past Heaven.
Her remark about grocery lists elicited letters from humorless dopes who didn't understand
her joke.

The Romantic Egoists was out best collaboration: it really was a collaboration and involved
Scottie's Vassar roommate Joan P. Kerr. While flying from California to Atlanta in 1972 we
were discussing our projected coffee-table volume of Zelda Fitzgerald's art that no publisher
would touch. That led to the idea of a different volume that would include the paintings, and
that triggered the idea of a pictorial biography or maybe an illustrated biography drawing on
the Fitzgeralds' scrapbooks and photo albums-as well as Zelda Fitzgerald's paintings. The
note pad we used in the plan shows that the working titles were "Romantic Egotists," "HighBouncing Lovers," "World's Fair," "Babylon Lost," and "Gatsby Revisited." Miraculously,
Scribners went for it, and the book was published as The Romantic Egoists; it was the most
enjoyable publishing experience I've ever had. Scottie believed that good times were supposed
to follow work times. There was always a restaurant that she had heard about to try. She was
indifferent to food and rarely finished a meal, but she would "mish up" the plate to spare the
chefs feelings. She enjoyed the ambiance of serious restaurants-especially restaurants where
her French won the respectful attention of headwaiters.
The best job Scottie did for me was her editing of Some Sort ofEpic Grandeur. I was
concerned about her reactions to my treatment of her parents-especially her mother-and
the father-daughter crises during the Thirties. There were no problems. Scottie was one
of the two best line-editors I have worked with. She never ordered me to cut anything.
She annotated most of the 984-page typescript. She provided alternate wordings for my
approval, which were improvements because she was a better writer than I. When I wrote
that "the people who had to handle a drunken Fitzgerald usually forgave his misconduct,"
Scottie supplied the next sentence: "Talent and charm, perhaps unfortunately for him,
usually pulled him out of the social morasses he created for himself."
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Scottie was sharp about catching my violations of objectivity. Thus when I commented
on the crisis over the publication of Save Me the Waltz that Fitzgerald "should have been
prepared for her [Zelda's] wish to keep her novel her own," Scottie sternly noted: "Here
you are passing a value judgment + you have been so good about not doing this that it does
not sit very well." When I observed that Fitzgerald's claim he had "blocked out" the novel
that became The Love ofthe Last Tycoon "probably meant only that he had a plot for it,"
she replaced my "probably" with "may have" and provided a reprimand: "I am countering
the antagonism one sees or hears so often lately to biographers who interpret for the rt;ader
rather than allowing him/her to come to a conclusion. You have been good about this so I
have jumped at it when you aren't-." She gently chided me for including boring academic
material, such as my explications of point-of-view: "Professorial!" and "We're back in the
classroom" and "Again this incredible mish of footnotes."
Scottie vetted-but did not line-edit-The Correspondence ofF. Scott Fitzgerald and The

Notebooks, allowing me to retain "unattractive" material that troubled her. She read, but did
not edit, Scott & Ernest, which she found painful because of Hemingway's nastiness. (When
Scottie and I dined with Mary Hemingway, they politely had little to say to each other.)
Scottie approved the selections for The Price Was High and advised me that one "Count
of Darkness" story was enough. She also urged me to write a headnote for each of the fifty
stories because she was concerned about assisting "young people" readers. I did not involve
Scottie in these books to Ratter her. She improved all my work that she touched.
The Lanahans' twenty-four-year marriage ended in divorce, as did Scottie's twelve-year
marriage to C. Grove Smith. She moved from Washington to Montgomery, Alabama, in
1973 to look after her mother's aged sister Rosalind Smith. In 1974 Scottie organized an
exhibition of Zelda Fitzgerald's paintings at the Montgomery Museum of Art.
Scottie kept her terminal cancer from her friends' knowledge as long as possible. She
spent her last days arranging benefactions. Scottie Fitzgerald is buried with her parents at
St. Mary's Church, Rockville, Maryland.

Scottie was the principal benefactor of the Matthew]. and Arlyn Bruccoli Collection of

F. Scott Fitzgerald in the Thomas Cooper Library. She died before the Fitzgerald Room was
opened, but she was aware that I was assembling a major research collection to be preserved
in a libraty. Dean George Terty arranged for the University of South Carolina acquisition of
the Bruccoli collection in 1994.
When Scottie lived in Georgetown, I formed the custom of changing planes in
Washington during my New York-Columbia trips, often bringing my latest Fitzgerald
purchases to show her. She would pretend to be dismayed by my extravagance, but she
understood the purpose of my collecting. She didn't carry grudges, but she was pleased that
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I was doing what Princeton had failed to do. Inscribed Fitzgerald books and documents that
she had retained began arriving on my birthdays and for Christmas. When she cleaned out
the attic in her first Georgetown house, I mined the trash barrels.
Soon after Scottie died I received two boxes of books with a letter from one of her
Montgomery friends explaining that Scottie had selected the books and arranged for them
to be sent to me because she didn't want me to be "too unhappy" about her death. That
concern defines Scottie Fitzgerald.
Scottie also had shipped to me a stained-glass portrait of a Mercedes-Benz that she
bought during her last outing. This artifact ended our running gag about Gatsby's gorgeous
car. Scottie regarded my car mania as eccentric; all cars were the same to her. But she kept
showing me photos of candidates for the Gatsbymobile-one of which was a boat-tailed
Auburn-and would pretend to be dismayed when I cruelly pointed out the impossibility of
her selection. The matter is now permanently settled: in 1922 Jay Gatsby was driving a preproduction 1936 Mercedes. Scottie was right all along.

Scottie's final candidate for Gatsby's car.

I. Joint passport: F. Scott, Zelda, and Scottie Fitzgerald; issued 29
April 1924 in Washington, D.C. Scottie's passport; issued 23
October 1924 by the American Embassy in Paris; signed "Zelda
Fitzgerald for Frances Scott Fitzgerald."

The Fitzgeralds went to France in May 1924, where Fitzgerald
completed The Great Gatsby at Valescure, St. Raphael.
2.

Postcard to Scottie from Quebec, 24 January 1928-with
Zelda Fitzgerald drawing. Scottie remained at "Ellerslie,"
Edgemore, Delaware, while her parents visited Canada.

3. Correspondence relating to the Baltimore tea dance Fitzgerald
gave for Scottie, at which he was inebriated. TLSS, F. Scott
Fitzgerald to Annie Laurie Woodward, 12 and 23 November
1936; ALS, n.d.; and telegram from the manager of the
Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore, 27 December 1936.
4. "Frances Scott Fitzgerald '38: A Remembrance," Walker's: The
Bulletin o(the Ethel Walker School Alumnae Association, Fall 1986,
pp.2-3.

9. Scottie's senior-year class book photo,
Vassar, 1942.

5. ALS, C. Mildred Thompson to Scottie, 6 August 1967. The
Vassar dean's recollection of Fitzgerald's visit to express
concern about Scottie's academic record.

6.

"A Short Retort by Frances Scott Fitzgerald, Daughter of F.
Scott Fitzgerald, Whose Novels of the Jazz Age Are Definitive
Records ofan Era," Mademoiselle Uuly 1939), p. 41.
This article does not mention her father-except for the title,
which was supplied by the magazine-but Fitzgerald felt that
she waS cashing in on his fame and sent her an angry letter:
"... in future please call yourself by any name that doesn't
sound like mine in your writings" (Letters to His Daughter, p. 96).

7.

Telegram: F. Scott Fitzgerald to Scottie, 21 September 1939.
At this time Fitzgerald was no longer on salary in Hollywood
and had difficulty raising the tuition money for Scottie's
sophomore year.

8.

OMGIM song book (1942). Scottie organized the Vassar
OMGIM (Oh My God, It's Monday!) club to produce musical
reviews, for which she wrote songs. "The Right Person Won't
Write" enjoyed Ivy League popularity.

9.

Vassarion (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.: Vassar College, 1942). Scottie's
senior-year class book.

10. In Memoriam Frances Scott Fitzgerald Smith 1921-1986 (Privately
printed, 1986). This booklet was prepared by six of Scottie's
Vassar classmates.

10. Booklet prepared by Scottie's Vassar classmates .
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I. Scottie's passport.

Childhood & Education
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2. Postcard to Scottie from Quebec, 24 January I92S-with Zelda Fitzgerald drawing.

WESTERN
UNION

Q.Ass Of SEllvta!

Thil 10 • ful1-rote
TefesTam or Coble-

c :;:!:cr:ilt

clic:ated by • ""kohl.

~I.liove

or pre"""I", the .ddr....

A. EI.WH,TE

Ng'WCOMQ CARL.TON
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1~1

SYMBOLS

C. WI\..J...1N1tR

f"AE:SICf;NT

The tiling time shown in the date line OD teletrartlS and day letteN is- STANDARD TIME at point of origin. TIme of receipt fa STAifAltD TIM

NAV3 60 NL=TDS ENCINO CALIF SEP 21
ISS SCOTTIE FITZGERALD=
CARE HAROLD OBER DROMORE RD CS=
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YOU CAN REGISTER AT VASSAR STOP IT COST A HEMORRHAGE BUT I
RAISED SOME MONEY FROM ESQUIRE AND ARRANGED WITH COMPTROLLER
TO PAY OTHER HALF OCTOBER 15TH IF YOU DONT PLAY STRAIGHT
THIS " ILL BE ALL STOP FORGIVE ME If" UNJUSTLY CYNICAL
REME BER HARMONY i ORE PRACTICAL THAN MUSIC HISTORY ALSO
OTHER CHANGE STOP RETURN ME FORMER CHECK AIR MAIL LOVE=
DADDY ..
640A
TBl!O COMPARY WILL AP1'1UOC.UTE SUGGESTIONS Fl\O¥ ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SI!IIIVlCli!

7. Telegram from F. Scott Fitzgerald to Scottie, 21 September 1939.
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8. OMGIM song book.

Childhood & EducatIon
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8. Song for OMGIM.
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I.

Fourteen portrait cards of "Ancient Kings," "Queens," and
"Noble Personages" of France-annotated by Fitzgerald for
Scottie (Paris: Levy et Neurdein Reunis, ca. 1930). A history
buff, Fitzgerald invented games to teach Scottie history.

2. F. Scott Fitzgerald, eight postcards to Scottie, from Quebec,
Montreal, New York, and Baltimore, 1928-1932. "The man
with the three noses" was a favorite Fitzgerald joke at that
time; but Scottie was later unable to explicate it.
3. Scottie's postcard to F. Scott Fitzgerald, 1930. Sent from
La Baule-Ies-Pins to Paris (altered to Geneva). Fitzgerald
spent much of 1930-1931 in Switzerland during his wife's
hospitalization while Scottie remained in Paris with a governess.
4. Scottie Fitzgerald, "The Paroxide Blonde: A Poetic Narrative."
TS,5 pp. 1935. With photo of Fitzgerald and Scottie at that
time. Scottie wrote the 52-line poem in Baltimore. After
Fitzgerald unsuccessfully tried to place it in Esquire, the TS was
sold-probably by Arnold Gingrich-to Chicago book dealer
Ben Abramson, who required that both Fitzgerald and Scottie
confirm her authorship on the typescript. A not-for-sale
limited-edition facsimile has been privately printed to mark
the opening of this exhibition.
5.

F. Scott Fitzgerald, map of France drawn for Scottie when
he gave her a trip to Europe during the summer of 1938
(Letters to His Daughter, p. 55).

6. Scottie Fitzgerald, "Daddy's Ideas About Organizing
Novel Into Episodes and Scenes," TS, 3 pp.
Based on discussion of Scottie's projected
novel in 1939. Lessons from the Master.

I. Fourteen portrait cards of "Ancient Kings,"
"Queens," and "Noble Personages" of
France-annotated by Fitzgerald for Scottie.
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Scottie & F. Scott Fjtzgerald
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2. F. Scott Fitzgerald. postcards to Scottie. from Quebec.
Montreal. New York. and Baltimore. 1928-1932.

Scottie & F. Scott Fitzgerald

21 . .

5. F. Scott Fitzgerald's map of France drawn for Scottie.

4. Scottie Fitzgerald, "The Paroxide
Blonde: A Poetic Narrative." TS, 5 pp.,
1935, signed by Scottie and Fitzgerald.
With photo of Fitzgerald and Scottie
at that time .
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Scottie & F. Scott Fitzgerald

I. After Fitzgerald's death Scottie declined to break up her
father's papers or sell all of his MSS and correspondence to
the Princeton University library for a pittance. In 1950 she
donated the great research archive to Princeton because
Daddy would have wanted it to be there.
2.

Frances Scott Lanahan, "Fitzgerald as He Really Was: A
Daughter Breaks Her Silence," Washington Post (27 April
1958). Review of Afternoon of an Author, a volume of previously
uncollected autobiographical essays and stories. In 1958 Scottie
reluctantly began to write for publication about her parents.

3.

Scottie Fitzgerald Smith, TLS to Matthew J. Bruccoli, 2 pp.
(postmarked 20 April 1972). Remembrance of F. Scott Fitzgerald
that accompanied her draft introduction to Bits of Paradise.

4.

Scottie Fitzgerald, TLS to Matthew J. Bruccoli, 2 pp., n.d.
Discussion of his role as her literary advisor. Scottie's will
appointed him as one of the three executors of the F. Scott
Fitzgerald literary trust.

5.

Scottie's Trust document.

I. Scottie and Princeton librarian Julian Boyd (9 February 1951).

Scottie as Literary Executive

23 . .
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Scottie's Writings on
F. Scott Fitzgerald
See checklist on p. 40.
I.

"Princeton and F. Scott Fitzgerald," The Nassau Uterary
Magazine, 100 (1942): 45-48. Scottie's first publication about
her father-written for the journal in which he served his
literary apprenticeship.

2. Scottie Fitzgerald, introduction to Six Tales of the Jazz Age
and Other Stories (New York: Scribners, 1960): "He was like a
surgeon performing an operation on himself, hurting terribly
but watching the process with a fascinated detachment" (p. 7).
3. "My Father's Letters: Advice Without Consent," Esquire,
54 (October 1965): 95-97. Reprinted as the introduction
to Letters to His Daughter (1965): "Listen carefully to my
father now. Because what he offers is good advice, and I'm
sure if he hadn't been my own father that I loved and 'hated'
simultaneously, I would have profited by it and be the best
educated, most attractive. most faultless woman on earth
today" (pp. xv-xvi).
4.

Foreword to As Ever, Scott Fitz-: Letters Between F. Scott
Fitzgerald and His Literary Agent, Harold Ober 1919-1940, edited
by Matthew J. Bruccoli (New York: Lippincott, 1972). TS
annotated by Scottie, with a copy of the book inscribed by her.

5. "Ou Sont les Soleils d'Antan? Par Fran~oise Fijeralde," F. Scott
Fitzgerald and Ernest M. Hemingway in Paris (Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.: Bruccoli Clark, 1972). Catalogue of exhibition at the
Bibliotheque Benjamin Franklin accompanying the meeting of
veteran expatriates sponsored by the Fitzgerald/Hemingway
Annual.
6.

1842

IS42

I. Cover for the Princeton journal with Scottie's first
publication about her father.

"Notes About My Now-Famous Father," Family Circle, 84
(May 1974): 118-120: "As for the plots on which he hung the
poetry-just ask anyone who's tried to make them into plays
or movies!"

1«:aI4Iet,

rr

2. Dust jacket of the first Fitzgerald volume for which
Scottie wrote an introduction .
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3. Dust jacket for the 1965 edition of Daddy's letters.

Letters &tween
F. Scott Fitzgerald

and His Literary Aaem
HaroldOber
19 19- 194°

AS EVER,

SCOTT FITZI

Edited by

MATTHEW J. BRUCCOLI

J. B. LIPPINCOTT
COMPANY
Philadelphia and New York

W;.h the Assistance '!!
JENNIFER McCABE ATKINSON
Foreword by
SCOTTIE FITZGERALD SMITH

~~~

~
wiI1Jl

~ ~

-~
4. Title spread for the first book on which Scottie and Bruccoli worked.

Scottie's Writings on F. Scott Fitzgemld
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5. The Fitzgeralds at Salies de Bearn, 1926. This photo was published in F. Scott Fitzgerald and

Ernest M. Hemingway in Paris.

oU Sont Les SoleUs d'Antan?
Fra~ise

"Fijeralde"

EYerybody bkes 10 think of himself as in some way unique,
and here is my distinction: [ am oureiy the only person on
earth wbo, when asked where I'm from, cau bonestly
answer, "St. Paul, Minnesota; Mootgomery, Alabama; Balti·
more, Maryland
. and Paris, France:' It is furthermo",
nol likely that anyone else's bome towns have been SO
vividly described, SO thoroughly dissected, so eulo~,
memorialized, and analyzed in print as mine have been by
my lather and mother. [ sometimes wonder, when I revisit
those happy mi.........
of my youth, whether I am seeing
them through my own eyes or through the special glasses
bequeathed to me by my parents.

scen.

For just as my mother is indeb1>1y (to me) fixed in a swing
bung from the roof of a front porch covered with wisteria,
sipping leroonede and dreaming up new escapes from the
insistent heat (she even tailed herself "Alabama" in her
lIOyel), and my Cather is forever on a Irmn going west across
the snowy prairies, headed for the power struggle 01 the
Christmas dances (the charms of at least siJ. FSF heroines
:ue enhaneed by a frosty breath emerging from a fur collar),
together they are lorever in France, batbed in that boneyed
suruhine .• or is that jll5t beuuse it was fashionable in
those days to print photographs in sepia? They are 00 a
balcony overlooking a somnolent Rower garden which in

5.
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tum Oyerlooks the Mediterranean. Do [ rememher the
garden, or haye [ only absorbed it in the pages 01 Tender ;.
tM NiRht and Sa"" M. the Waitt? It is a bit of both, and it
is only from the time I started school in Paris that I ha...
real reroIIections of my own, quite distinct from stories and
articles and the pictures which my lather so laboriously
pasted in his $U7prisingly tidy and complete albwns.

All three 01 us adored Paris, though it seem. to me that oW'
apartments were always rather dark and unprepossessing,
with their only redeeming feature the views over the rooftops
which so fascinated my mother. The elevator. were always
"en paone" and I can feel the heavy chains, suspended
from the ceiling, that caused such uproarious oommotion in
all our toilets. I was present at a fearsome quarrel when my
rather wanted to move out of one apartment beeause he
had discovered a nasallegaey lrom a previous tenant 81001>&
the roses on the wallpaper; my mother adamantly refused
to pack and unpack again. Paris, she explmned, was not •
place where anybody stayed at home in any case, so what
difference did hygiene make? We stayed, and ID this day •
brass bed makes me think of creaking IIoorboards and my
gallant bnt losing struggle against my chief road blocks ID
happiness, the hated eDdiYe and rhubarl> deemed _DIiaI
daily lare by my in.litvtnc.. Since my mother was totalJy

Bits of Paradise
21 UNCOLLECTED STORIES BY
F. SCOTT AND ZELDA
FITZGERALD
S.~.~b¥
i8

pi Q ' t'

5

'tb emst

Matthew J. Broccoli
with a foreword by
Scottie Fitzgerald Smith
I.

H~, '~Ir~~~ I
~ ~':r~I~.

ALS to Bruccoli, 17 September [1973], requesting revision of
"troubles" to "worlds" in Bits of Paradise introduction. Every
word matters to a careful writer.

~ <;'c..~

2. Bits of Paradise: 21 Uncollected Stories by F. Scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald, edited by Scottie Fitzgerald Smith and Matthew J.
Bruccoli (London: The Bodley Head, 1973). Inscribed.
3.

4.

5.

~J-I")~

Introduction to The Romantic Egoists: A Pictorial Autobiography
from the Scrapbooks and Albums of F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald,
edited by Scottie Fitzgerald Smith, Matthew J. Bruccoli, and
Joan P. Kerr (New York: Scribners, 1974). With pad of notes
for titles, the corrected TS, and Scottie's corrections used in
the 2003 University of South Carolina Press reprint. And with
Scottie's corrections on Bruccoli's MS afterword.

(?~u,~

S'~

THE BODLEY HEAD
LONDON SYDN.Bf

TORONTO

Matthew J. Bruccoli, Some Sort of Epic Grandeur: The Life of
F. Scott Fitzgerald (New York & London: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1981). Working TS extensively annotated and
edited by Scottie.

2. Inscribed title page.

The Price Was High: The Last Uncollected Stories of F. Scott
Fitzgerald, edited by Matthew J. Bruccoli (New York & London:
Harcourt 8race Jovanovich/8ruccoli Clark, 1979). Bound
proof copy and dj. Scottie helped to select the stories, and
she vetted the head notes, but she declined title-page credit.

UNCORRECTED PROOF

THE PRICE WAS HIGH
The Last Uncollected Stories of

F. Scott Fitzgerald

THELMT
UNCOU.ECICD
Sl"aUF.sOF

EScott

~
EOOIDby

edited by Matthew J. Bruccoli

MATTHEWJ
BRUOCQU

PROBi\Bl.£ PUB OATE : JANUARi 5, 1919

PROBABLE PRICE: 19.95 ClOTH
Hal't-QUl't

Brace Jwanovicb

I

Nmof_ York and London

Broccoli C1arll.

THE lAST UNCOllECTED SIORIES OF

F.~rrtzgemld
EDITED by MA:ITHEW J. BRUCCOU

5. Proof copy and dust jacket for the 1979 volume of previously uncollected stories.

Collaboration with Matthew J. Bruccoli
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3. Notes for titles.

3. Scottie's revisions on Bruccoli's afterword.

3. Dust jacket.
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9
3. Tentative title agreement, initialed by editors.

I

\

\
People have often asked me--sometimes allllOst reproachfully- -w1\Y I haven't
written more about my parents.
pointment if I did .

The answer is very simple : I'd be a big disap-

The highs and lows of their short, dramatic lives have

been examined under so many micros copes (Including some pret1;Y inaccurate
ones) that I can't di stingui sh any longer between memories and what I read
somewhere.

I was much too young to do more than

cur~

to Hemingway, Wolfe,

Gertrude Stein, and other literary greats I1lY parents came to know In Paris
~<~t-.
but seldom saw In later years; and, as ~1IiiOOnstrated on these
pages, my chlldhhod was that of a most pampered and petted doll.

1lfJ.

I remember

being punished only once, for what misdemeanor I don't.--, and being sent to
v..~$' .
lIlY room for the' d~ without books or toys, a most
deprivation . After
a few hours my father ti ptoed I n to see how I was and caught me readi ng under
the covers : a very popular French children's
JeaMRit.

lnste.!d of delivering

Q

called Jean Qui Grogne Et

~In!~ sp:nklng,

he got so intrigued

\ithftej~
with the boo~
l'iiOWSpend the rest of the afternoon reading it aloud
to him in English.

So much for the sort of reminiscences I would be able to

contribute to literary scholarship •••
The contents of my head must have come to resemble a doll's, too, for when
the serious troubles came later, I was so eMleshed in the warm and hospitable
cocoon that was pre-World War II Baltimore, a veritable paradise for teenagers. that I'm embarrassed to admit I was largely unaware of them.

By the

time I finally grew up enough to think of life as something other than a chain
of Hot

FUd~Oaddy

epistolary j

was In Hollywood and our cOllJllunlcatlon was largely

... 0 ....

wel\lncluded samples of what

parental bombardment,

I regarded then to be unnecessary

And so for me, collaborating on this book has been a

3. First page of revised typescript for Scottie's introduction.

Collaboration with Matthew J. Bruccoli
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878

Sheilah received the equivalent of a college education in the areas Fit%-

I+i~

·. /i'-tI"IUI .. A.""

IZ i:;f tlSlWd'
gerald chose to survey.

Dg~iR2t'.R.i

ATftOP8

8 )' .. 8 a, BWjRt.t.R, and

co-pupil as teacher.

f

,ope gaps in Fito'~~lol'" own education),""'"

,~u.... InJd$

~

el

music and art he was as much

"

Nevertheless. the progr.. worked because he was an

enthusiastic tutor with a student who was eager to learn.

The "College of

One" consUllled a good deal of Fitzgerald's ti .. e, but he enjoyed it.

of his life he had tried to iaprove proteges.

All

With Scottie out of reach

at Vassar. Sheilah provided the perfect outlet for his PYgIIIllion cOlllpulsion.

)II! Scottie

~b
did not entirely escape her father'. pedagogy"

reading lists and quizzes.

Collaboration with Matthew J. Bruccoli

sent her

With his curious bookkeeping syst... he gave

4. Working TS pages for Some Sort of Epic Grandeur. improved by Scottie.

. . 30

)Ie

899

h\S
Swanson placed hu on the list of unavailable writers.

recuperation he was considered for Alfred

During ..... period of

Hitchcock's~.

In May 1939

he informed Ober that he had "blocked out" a SO,OOO-word novel he could

write in three

~ four

.onths. which

~~*

~

meant only that he had a plot

~

for it.

He asked Ober to report on 1IIe,:hort story market. particularly

at the Saturday Evening Post.

His first work of fiction in 1939 was the

~ ~ w.,. t"""l( 0)

I.

rewriting of "Thumbs Up'i-.that he had owed Collier's since HI3?

Afur re-

j ecting at least two revisions. Kenneth Littauer accepted the version called

"The End of Hate" in June 1939 and paid the $1.000 balance due.

During

the spring and summer of 1939 Fitzgerald wrote "Design in Plaster."

\:w. 9,111'

Bltzis.

£ '"

~

1" (whiCh bCcaw "Pat Hobby's Olristll8s Wish; __

flThree Hours Between Planes ,n and possibly "Last Iisstt and UDirector' 5

[HJl, di) g, .uo.lkt slJbm;t Q ~/- ,*,/,b~ fino,"
Special"--all of which were declined by Collier's.

a""ln..

. ?l
/r.J £S~WJ\,G·..)

where Fiugerald was

4.

Collaboration with Matthew J. Bruccoli
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I.

Frances Lanahan, "The Political Woman: Two Phase;
The Homesteaders," 8quire, 58 Uuly 1962): 90, 117-119.

2. Frances Lanahan, "Another Kennedy Book, Another Party,"
The New York Times (18 November 1965): 60.
3. "Scott, Ernest, Arnold and Whoever," Esquire, 67 (March
1967): 159. Humorous letter to the editor correcting Arnold
Gingrich's description of her as "supremely normal."
4.

Winzola McLendon and Scottie Smith, Don't Quote Me:
Washington Newswomen and the Power Society (New York:
Dutton, 1970). The only book that resulted from Scottie's
long-term involvement with Washington politics and
journalism.

5. Scottie Fitzgerald Smith, The Cot's Whiskers ["Love, Among
Other Things"]. Xeroxed TS for the play first performed at the
American College Theater Festival 21, Carolyn Blunt Theatre,
Shakespeare Festival, Auburn University, Montgomery,
Alabama (30 October 1988). With playbill.

Will1.Ola
Md.eodon

&
Srottir
Smith

W!J'ilOLAMeLENDON hI:! had. f"III'el'ly-noo-ytatftr.\VI{I.wpe'fcaJ'Ul ilI1IttudI:
she bu reponed and written on I .we I'f\~ of1.ubjects, eYeJltJ and poopk.
o.riq 14 yClU'S .".jlh T~ WwltinlfltNI Aut, ~ CO\-"CRd the E~ Wlna of ,he
~e House throu.gb three admini$lmlO\s, inclodlnl OIJt""'-(owtI {r\lm ri:h
heqw.lifte Ke!lacdy and Lady Din! JohD5Oft. Sire h;» CXIftY'td poliI:\caI. candid.i,ttn sud ctwir wi\", dormg ~~ and ~; tbr lMn'iIp of
Pri~ Mlrpel 10 AGtouy Arnutrong.l~lles in l..ondoa. &J1I11Hf; ~
helds of Ihlll IhNe IOMIII":M. the Wml\gtl)ll aoeial ,;tt!I£ 3M orner ~
of intcn:s.t to 1ImfJ'ICft-'1JOd. (Mitiori, inter.,.jtvo~, etC For tt.c pst NO ,..aH,
she ha$ been a ~~ .-n!:u f .... ~rlll no:wapipc~ ,no.! mlpxiIMs. "'IdI,
of lbe: UlapUoe articles ll'J colbboralm with Sc-utlJe'Smtlh.

SCOrnESMrrH. I VaMt ~te.od tbtdlMlpteI'ufF. Soou Fitzpn16.
hail beeo ~DSon the w~ JttQt fur U years. Under lief formCT
fWDf'. Fraocu ul'ulhan, ~hc "'rote fm such \'1I'itd pebliUfiow. n TM Wan.itl"lI#! P~t. Tit" Nn- Y_k Tim!:s. NurtNnt "ir'Jriru. SMIe, Hmat tIIJIi C""."",
&Ad fllqllin Before thlll"he lfwd 11'1 New Y.,,1r:••od ~ one f'I tbe~· e:lllUlt
rnaD\l!W.i;k1IOW1ll(lb.estJrVt¥edworkiI'l.Sforb<'llt!. Tim#a.:I rhe Nt:'f/I Yorkw
Ao ~ libtnl" 6bc bas been ,nvolveo;! iD 11;WY potitic£J Coall1paipill.
ather IlS J piU1idp1lnt or Il'I i I'Cr.orter She lj~ in • ydtow lIoIrw in ("!iC'OIJC""
~n iUld Iw ooIlaboratcd with W",llJIa Ml,lLendoo on ~ ..nidcs
fur Yl!lffunand TIwW&WftgUMi_ Jf1,tp:.tian.

4. Dust jacket for Scottie's 1970 collaboration .
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Don't Quote Me!
Itoj

\\ashington 't'wswornt'n & thl' Power Socll'ty
Wlnzola ~lcI.rndon & S('Ottif' Smith

THEATREAUM
presents
The World Premiere of
Frances Scott Fitzgerald Smith's

THE CA1"S WHISKERS
(LOVE, AMONG OTHER THINGS)

Opening Night
October 20, 1988 - 7:00 p.m.
TheatreAUM

lnitialRun
October 21-22 & 27-29,1988 - 8:00 p.m.
October 30,1988 - 2:00 p.m.
TheatreAUM
Competition Performance
American College Theater Festival XXI
November 3, 1988 - 10:00 a.m.
Carolyn Blount Theatre
Alabama Shakespeare Festival

5. Program cover and TS page.

A. trHhl airy living-room. c$D'Ured around .. big 1l1bI.1ow traI:Md
with plan'ta, lOOk:1ng over at the lighta 1n the apAt'"tmtmt bu.1ldJ.ll«
aero&. t..'Je atre""t. The. !'lIrn1t\U"6 is c.OTered in a bright deal' c.h1ntl!:~
the ,ene1"&l e.rtect 18 one at inf'0l'Il'I&1 P7etr.

a.:nd

.0

Aa t:b.I ourtaj,n riBes, a bridge &aM is in proc.eSllj the table is
pl.a.ced at an angle t.o th. stage, and, the pJ.a;yers are
aaated !;.hat the
two WOllen raoN or leu ta.ca the &U41ence. 'nle7 &re v:tOTORIA RARRIS.
tho bo6tesa. in sleek yellow pa.:nta and. c!ang11l1S earr1.n&s -- aM looks
COlA all oyer ... - and PAMELA ll'OREMU. 1.n SCIItltth1hg black to aect orr .the
hollOW' cheelal. gloea,. hair, and nelte ~ or the J'oung )Sew York
gl.aaor- &!rl. !2s!!!.atl1e.
All to the- 1II8t1. 'llhCIII."e can't really aee at tirat, th07 are: 10
their th1~lea. conservat1vely droned, prOllperoua-loOlt1ng and.
~pect.ael.ed. tha sort ot men yould. p1r:lC out 1n any c.l"O\IId u
be1t1g
Vl!:SLEX' HARRIS .. the hoot, baJs lot hi. Jacket- ~r and bill
t1& looa;ened. ~ BARNE:3 1.& IIIONI ror..l.. llbe-n the plq beg:1rJa~ ~
i'0U1' are lntenUy studying their c&X'da.

"att1"&Ct.1ve".

VIC'1'OR!A: '!'Vo d1.a.mood.&.
FA"-:

rue.

EVER'f:."l"r:

Well, stop pus1ne.

PAM:

l'hatlll

'l'hat r 5 all I ever do ..- pus.

not

runn,-~

I 400 1 I:; _'lee pa.saee at Z2!:!..

Everett.

1. bayenlt had. a

de-e-nl:; e&rd

a.U n1ght.
'l'h8,:t; I S beeause YOl.l're luc.kN in loy."
PAM. (rl1t'taMOWIll):

Lu.cq

ill lQVe~

daa.r.

Th1a- 1.a the

tint time live ErVIIt!'

even bad .. 4at. With hlm, Mrs. Barrle.
VIctORIA: Armie. o! WcceD have been SAI:;lII.tl.ed nth lea. than tbat.,
haven I t they, Everett!
'fIl!SLE2~

'l'wo no tZ'WIIp.

PAM. (be Vl.ct.Oria)::

Do you th1nk Everett'e .polled t lire. Harrle?

VlC'l'ORIA (pattirJ6 hila atfftcuooate-17):

be'.

or caurafl'.

It'. surpl'lJing

as tolera.ble .15.8 be 1&.

Scottie's Other Writings
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These are some of the books and manuscripts Scottie presented
to the Bruccolis for their collection.
I.

"Thoughtbook of Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald of St. Paul Minn.
USA." Twelve disbound notebook leaves. Autobiographical
observations made by Fitzgerald ca. 1906. With published
facsimile (Princeton: Princeton University Library, 1965).

2.

Fitzgerald's Newman School medals: "FIELD DAY JUNIOR
1912"; "ELOCUTION PRIZE SENIOR 1913."

3.

Fitzgerald, Ledger, divided into five sections. With published
facsimile (Washington, D. C.: Bruccoli Clark/NCR, 1972).

4. James Joyce, Ulysses (Paris: Shakespeare and Company, 1922).
First edition, rebound; number 890 of 1,000 copies. With Joyce's
1928 letter pasted on free front endpaper. Joyce's reference to
himself as "pusillanimous" probably refers to his distress when
Fitzgerald offered to jump out of the window as a gesture of
admiration during a dinner for Joyce.
With A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (London: Cape, 1926).
Fifth impression (1926), signed and dated by Joyce. This is the
copy noted in Joyce's letter to Fitzgerald.
5.

2. Fitzgerald's Newman School
medals (back and front).

H.L. Mencken, Prejudices, Second Series (New York: Knopf,
1920). Inscribed by HLM for Fitzgerald. With Scottie's card
accompanying Prejudices, Fourth Series from Fitzgerald's library.

6. T.S. Eliot, Ash-Wednesday (London: Faber & Faber, 1930). First
printing in dust jacket. Inscribed for Fitzgerald when Eliot
lectured at Johns Hopkins in 1933.
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7.

Fitzgerald's Hollywood notebook, probably started in 1938.
Notes for The Love of the Lost Tycoon.

8.

Ernest Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls (New York: Scribners,
1940). First printing in dust jacket. Inscribed. Fitzgerald
responded with a warm congratulatory letter, but he wrote in
his notebook that "it is a thoroughly superficial book which has
all the profundity of Rebecca" (#2066) .
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St~~
I. Front cover and leaf for Fitzgerald·, "Thoughtbook."
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3. Fitzgerald's Ledger entries for 1924-1925 noting completion of The Great Gatsby (November 1924) and first meeting with Hemingway (May 1925) .

. , 36
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3. Page from Fitzgerald's Ledger.

4. James joyce's inscription in A Portrait
Young Man.

of the Artisl as a

2,SQUARE ROBIAC
CIl OR&ttifLL£

.~

I':

4. James Joyce's note pasted in Fitzgerald's copy of Ulysses.
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5. H.L. Mencken, Prejudices, Second Series, inscribed for Fitzgerald. With Scottie's
card accompanying Prejudices, Fourth Series from Fitzgerald's library.

-
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ASH-WEDNESDAY
BY

T. S. ELIOT
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.

8. Inscription from Ernest Hemingway in Fitzgerald's copy of For
Whom the Bell Tolls.

LONDON
FABER & FABER LTD.

193 0
6. Inscribed title page.

IMPERIAL

REPORTER'S NOTE
No. 176 Smooth
PACED

7. Fitzgerald's Hollywood notebook.
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Scottie Fitzgerald's
Writings on her Parents*
"Princeton and F. Scott Fitzgerald,"

7h~

Nassau

"Christmas As Big As The Ritz," 7-8. Washington Postl

Litl!rary Magazine, 100 (1942),45. Reprinted as

Potomac (23 December 1973).

"Princeton and My Father."
"Notes About my Now-Famous Father," Family Cir&,
"Princeton and My Father," Princ~ton Alumni Wukly,

84 (May 1974), 118, 120.

56 (9 March 1956), 8-9. See "Princeton and F. Scott
"Foreword," Z~Ida: Z~lda Sayr~ Fitzg~rald Rurosputiv~,

Fitzgerald."

ed. Scottie Fitzgerald Smith and Edward Patillo
"Fitzgerald as he Really Was," Washington Post 6Tim~s-H"ald

(Montgomery: Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts,

(27 April 1958), E7. Review of Aftl!Tnoon

ofan Author.
"Introduction," pp. 5-11, Six Taus
Oth~r Stori~s

1974). Reprinted as foreword to hlda Fitzgerald:

7h~

CollutI!d Writings (1991).
ofth~ JazzAg~ and

(New York: Scribners, 1960).

"Introduction," ix-x,

Autobiography from

7h~

th~

Romantic Egoists: A Pictorial

Scrapbooks and Albums ofScott

and hld4 Fitzg~rald, ed. Scottie Fitzgerald Smith,
."A Literary Duologue: The Saint and the Sinner," by

Scottie Fitzgerald Smith and Lester Cohen,

Esquir~,

Matthew J. Bruccoli, and Joan P. Kerr (New York:

54

Scribners, 1974).

(December 1960), 104-108. Scottie contributed to this
tribute to Harold Ober, in which she commented on

"Mia Is the Daisy Father Had in Mind,"

Ober and FSF.

March 1974),34.

P~opu,

1 (4

"My Father's Letters: Advice Without Consent,"

"The Maryland Ancestors of Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald,"

Esquir~,

Maryland Historical Magazin~, 78 (Fall 1978), 217-228.

64 (October 1965), 95-97. Reprinted as

introduction to Letters to his Daughtl!r.
"The Colonial Ancestors of Francis Scott Key
"Introduction," ix-xvi, Scott Fitzg~rald: L~tt"s to his

Fitzgerald," Maryland Historical Magazin~, 76

Daughtttr, ed. Andrew Turnbull (New York: Scribners,

(December 1981), 363-375; reprinted as appendix

1965). Reprint of Esquir~ article.

in

Som~ Sort ofEpic

Fitzg~raldby

"Scott, Ernest, Arnold and Whoever,"

Esquir~,

Grantkur:

7h~ Lifo ofF

Scott

Matthew J. Bruccoli.

67

(March 1967), 159. Not about FSF.

Untitled note, p. vi and dust jacket, Against th~

"Ou Sont les Soleils d' Antan? Par Francoise Fijeralde,"

Kroll Ring (San Francisco: Creative Arts, 1985).

Current: As I
F Scott Fitzg~rald and Ern~st M.

H~mingway

R~m~mb~r F

Scott Fitzg~rald, by Frances

in Paris

(Bloomfield Hills, Mich.: Bruccoli Clark, 1972).

"Foreword," pp. v-vii; Zelda Fitzgerald:

7h~

Colucud

Writings, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli (New York:
"Foreword," pp xi-xvi. As Ev", Scott Fitzg~rald, ed.
Matthew J. Bruccoli (Philadelphia & New York:
Lippincott, 1972).
"Foreword," pp. 1-7. BitofParadiu: 21
Stori~s

Uncoll~ct~d

by F Scott and Zelda Fitzg~rald, ed. Scottie

Fitzgerald Smith and Matthew J. Bruccoli (London:
Bodley Head, 1973; New York: Scribners 1973).

Scribners, 1991).

